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Abstract: Due to the advancement in information technology and the boom of micro-blogging
platforms, a growing number of online reviews are posted daily on product distributed platforms in
the form of spontaneous and insightful user feedback, and these can be used as a significant data
source to understand user experience (UX) and satisfaction. However, despite the vast amount of
online reviews, the existing literature focuses on online ratings and ignores the real textual context
in reviews. We proposed a three-step UX quantification model from online reviews to understand
customer satisfaction using the effect-based Kano model. First, the relevant online reviews are
selected using various filter mechanisms. Second, UX dimensions (UXDs) are extracted using a
proposed method called UX word embedding Latent Dirichlet allocation (UXWE-LDA) and sentiment
orientation using a transformer-based pipeline. Then, the casual relationships are identified for the
extracted UXDs. Third, the UXDs are mapped on the customer satisfaction model (effect-based Kano)
to understand the user perspective about the system, product, or services. Finally, the different parts
of the proposed quantification model are evaluated to examine the performance of this method. We
present different results of the proposed method in terms of accuracy, topic coherence (TC), Topic-
wise performance, and expert-based evaluation for the proposed framework validation. For review
quality filters, we achieved 98.49% accuracy for the spam detection classifier and 95% accuracy for
the relatedness detection classifier. The results show that the proposed method for the topic extractor
module always gives a higher TC value than other models such as WE-LDA and LDA. Regarding
topic-wise performance measures, UXWE-LDA achieves a 3% improvement on average compared
to LDA due to the incorporation of semantic domain knowledge. We also compute the Jaccard
coefficient similarity between the extracted dimensions using UXWE-LDA and UX experts-based
analysis for checking the mutual agreement, which is 0.3, 0.5, and 0.4, respectively. Based on the Kano
model, the presented study has potential implications concerning issues and knowing the product’s
strengths and weaknesses in product design.

Keywords: customer satisfaction; online reviews; Kano model; product improvement; sentiment
analysis; opinion mining; user experience

1. Introduction

Consumers of contemporary society desire innovative products that generate positive
and initiative experiences. With this in mind, most product designers focus on the relation-
ship between positive user experience (UX) and product design and success [1,2]. Various
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factors contribute to establishing a positive UX (e.g., user satisfaction, context-of-use, qual-
ity, enjoyment, ease of use, and others). Therefore, thoroughly comprehending the UX of a
target product, system, or service is essential to nurturing consumer relations. Although
several studies have discussed various methods for assessing and evaluating UX, no one
method has been universally accepted as UX is context-dependent, subjective in nature,
and quite dynamic.

Furthermore, UX is broadly described as consisting of user sentiments regarding a
product, system, or service [3,4]. According to ISO 9241-11:2018(E) [5], UX is described
as: “person’s perceptions and responses resulting from the use and anticipated use of a
product, system or service.” UX influences factors such as the user’s mental and physical
state, product, and contexts of use that occur before, during, and after use [6]. Additionally,
many studies have asserted that a positive UX plays a vital role in motivating user loyalty,
such as recommendations of products to family, positive reviews, or continuous usage.

Most of these prior studies employed traditional methods such as questionnaires, sur-
veys, report grand techniques (RGT) in the field, and lab studies to evaluate UX by crafting
various scenarios [7–9]. In these scenarios, the UX moderator defined various tasks and
context-of-uses during the participants’ interaction with the products [3]. Additional parts
of this method include task arrangement, participant selection, UX evaluation methods and
training, and cost involving collecting sample data. Although these methods are crucial
to collecting essential user experience data, such approaches consider limited aspects of
data collection and may lead to a more significant impact on product-related sentiments.
Moreover, the measurement items used in the surveys in prior studies were developed
based on possibly inconsistent knowledge and disregard for end-users perspectives.

Furthermore, existing literature has revealed user reviews to extract valuable infor-
mation about consumer preferences experienced during product usage. Additionally, user
reviews are obtained from a diverse sample. Different users associate with various perfor-
mances and experiences for the same products. Such data give rise to a more thorough
understanding, bettering new product designs.

Various approaches have been developed to obtain the different insights from the
online user review. Despite the vast amount of online user reviews, some existing literature
primarily focuses on online numerical ratings, ignoring the actual textual context in online
user reviews. The textual context often contains relevant and profitable information such
as features requested and bug reports which can significantly aid product advancements.
However, this vast number of user reviews in the unstructured form is written in natural
language. Being able to process reviews that allow for developing new products and
improving existing ones is a currently unfulfilled necessity. There is also a lack of a
method that extracts UX information from user reviews with embedded requested features.
Furthermore, applying text mining techniques to derive UX insights from extensive UGC
data is quite challenging.

Sentiment analysis and opinion mining are often used to find users’ opinions of a
product [10], but the extraction of UX information from user reviews is limited nonethe-
less [11]. Correspondingly, evolving research in the sphere of UX studies entails various
attempts to investigate consumer experiences from online user reviews. These studies can
be classified into two categories: (1) mining the user experience aspects or dimensions
(UXDs) from online reviews [12] and (2) modeling UX from online user reviews [13].

In the first category, numerous text mining and machine learning techniques are em-
ployed for the extractions of different UX aspects, such as probabilistic topic models: Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) [12,14,15], word
embedding, aspect-based sentiment analysis [16], and analyzing the relative importance of
each extracted UX aspect. In the second category, researchers try to develop a mapping
mechanism of all their target extracted UX dimensions on the existing user satisfaction
models, such as the Kano model, to give a road map for a product, system, or service
improvement or development.
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We designed a comprehensive framework for modeling UX from online reviews
to resolve these challenges. First, we filtered user reviews unrelated to the UX domain
using UX multi-criteria qualifiers. Then, we extracted UX aspects from the filtered user
reviews using an enhanced topic extraction methodology called UXWE-LDA. UXWE-LDA
improves existing knowledge-based topic models by extracting more domain-dependent
dimensions in the UX area through UGC. It combines topic modeling, specifically LDA,
with word embedding that automatically learns the domain knowledge from a large
amount of textual data. The proposed method gains domain knowledge from the vast
number of documents using co-occurrence and word-embedding word vectors correlation
of related data, resulting in a more coherent topic. Then, sentiment analysis is applied to
reviews concerning the extracted UX aspects or dimensions.

We aimed to extract the essential aspects by inducing a positive UX that utilized
UGC data. Mining UXDs from UGC data allows us to comprehend customer preferences
and needs effectively and reliably, allowing the product owner to improve their product
design, system, or service. The presented study has potential implications for product
design. It can mine the most concerning UX aspects from online reviews, allowing the
withdrawal of valuable information for effective product redesign. Furthermore, it can
identify the strengths and weaknesses of a product according to the Kano model. This
method allows the product designer to understand the different categories of UDXs in the
UEQ model, therefore establishing its crucial role in product enhancement. According to
the classification results of UXDs, the priority order of UXDs enables developers to plan
product enhancements. More specifically, the contributions are made in three parts.

• First, the user quality filter module identifies user reviews containing helpful infor-
mation related to UX. This step is essential to removing trivial user reviews before
applying topic modeling. This module classifies online reviews based on predefined
UX aspects (user, situation, and product facets).

• UXDs extraction from online reviews using proposed user experience word embed-
ding LDA (UXWE-LDA) methodology allows for the automatic learning of the domain
knowledge from the given text corpus to generate a more coherent topic. It mainly
contains two steps: UXWE-LDA and sentiment analysis. The UXWE-LDA is an im-
proved version of LDA that takes the domain knowledge from the given text corpus,
extracts more coherent topics, and assigns labels as UXD to each extracted topic using
a dictionary-based approach. Then, it identifies the sentiment orientations of the
reviews concerning each UXD based on ensemble methodology. Finally, it classifies
each review into positive or negative sentiment categories and associates the sentiment
orientation with the extracted UXDs.

• The causal relationship of sentiments toward each UXD on user satisfaction obtained
from using the Bi-LSTM model to overcome the problem of existing models of review-
based user satisfaction studies.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the materials and
methods for the analysis conducted. Section 3 describes the results and case study based
on the proposed methodology, Section 4 presents a discussion, and Section 5 concludes
the work.

2. Related Work

The key focus of this research is to understand the current research work that maps
dimensions to aspects, phenomena, and viewpoints in UX. A brief description of those
research works is as follows.

2.1. Dimensions of Usability and UX

The usability defined by the ISO 9241 standard [5] uses three dimensions: efficiency,
effectiveness, and satisfaction. They define usability as “The extent to which a product
can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and
satisfaction in a specified context of use”. A detailed description of usability is mapped
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to five dimensions by [17,18]. However, in the literature, there are some deviations and
variations in the naming of dimensions [19]. So, the final five dimensions, we are focusing
on include: (i) Effectiveness/Errors, (ii) Efficiency, (iii) Satisfaction, (iv) Learnability, and
(v) Memorability.

Compared to usability, there exists a minimal consensus on UX definition and its
mapping to aspects. Researchers defined and characterized UX from many perspectives
to link it to their academic and application aims. While some researchers believe that
UX is holistic, others claim that complex experiences, such as emotions and usability, are
generated by summative and evaluative constructs [20].

Furthermore, some researchers highlight the significance of UX characteristics such
as product features, user state, and contexts [21], while others have found associations
between usability and UX for heterogeneous factors such as gender differences, the context
of use, and usage patterns [22]. When the emphasis is on certain UX aspects and their
connections, user input is often gathered and evaluated based on these factors. According
to the ISO 9241-210 [5], UX is defined as: “A person’s perceptions and responses that result
from the use and anticipated use of a product, system or service”.

So, a UX dimension is a key or essential component that may explain how a UX
is created. Based on previous UX research, UX is defined by a system’s pragmatic (“in-
strumental product”, “task-oriented”, or “ergonomic”) and hedonic (“non-instrumental”,
“non-task-oriented”) qualities dimensions [23,24]. Pragmatic quality is the degree of useful-
ness, efficiency, and simplicity of usage. Hedonic traits include “joy of use”, focus evoking,
identification, and stimulation. Hedonic quality is the total of pragmatic attributes that
might trigger positive or negative emotions and affect a product’s acceptance [23].

2.2. Usability and UX in Online User Reviews

Usability measures the overall ability of a product, service, or system to achieve
targeted goals effectively and proficiently, while UX evaluations provide a perception of the
users’ satisfaction towards achieving these goals. Both usability and UX are closely related
to the specific product, defined task, user cognitive, and distinct circumstances. They play
an essential role in critical product analysis and are the target of academic evaluations.
Product reviews are the rich sources of identifying the usability and UX of a targeted
product. It helps in understanding user opinion about a product and assists in product
improvements. Potential users typically check the reviews given by other users to make a
final decision of whether to purchase a product. Additionally, the reviews reveal the real
UX of a user about the product as it is given after consuming the services and using the
product. The user provides product feedback in the form of reviews due to motivation,
tangible, and intangible rewards.

Despite benefits, there are some limitations to considering online product reviews
for usability and UX evaluation. The reviews strongly describe user opinion towards a
product. However, in user online reviews, some important information is missing such
as age, gender, and preferences, which are required for usability studies. Moreover, all
reviews are not credible for usability study; some reviews may contain false information or
are even provided by the owner of the product to promote their products.

2.3. Mining the UX Dimensions from Online Reviews

An evolving stream of UX research has focused on assessing the UX directly or
indirectly from online reviews. Online user reviews are real reservoirs of the UX. These are
unstructured textual documents containing a large amount of information. The quantitative
analysis of these reviews generates insight by applying text mining and analytics techniques.
Additionally, these techniques extract important information from unstructured text data
and then analyze such information. Currently, text mining is intensifying the major research
areas of sentiment analysis, topic modeling, document classification, and natural language
processing. Generally, the studies in these domains can be categorized into extracting UXDs
from online reviews and modeling UX from online reviews [14].
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The user experience dimensions mining extracts the UXDs from online user reviews
and evaluates the equal importance of each UXD. For instance, Tirunillai and Tellis [25]
proposed a framework for extracting UX aspects from online reviews through an im-
proved LDA model. Yue Guo (2017) [12] used data from 266,544 online reviews, topic
modeling, and content analysis to analyze user satisfaction. Likewise, nearly all similar
studies [12,14,15,26] engaged in the topic modeling approach, specifically LDA, for the
extraction of latent dimensions and conduction of a regression analysis focusing on the
rating data for the verification and validation of the extracted dimensions or aspects in the
domain of UX.

Several studies categorize online user reviews by applying sentiment analysis as
positive, negative, or neutral. Suryadi et al. [16] used NLP and machine learning techniques
to identify aspect-based sentiment for various components in particular contexts. Such
analysis allows observing a product’s status against its competitors in a specific context.
Combining online ratings and content analysis of reviews by NLP and machine learning
enables researchers to identify the causal relationship between extracted UX aspects and
consumer satisfaction. Yang et al. [11] presented a machine-learning-based technique to
assess the user’s UX using online customer reviews. This technique provides UX assistance
for product design optimization and supports UX research.

Currently, researchers often attempt to apply other word representation schemes such
as word embedding into topic modeling, reducing the dimensionality of word vectors
based on the co-occurrence information by considering the local context of words and
combining the global and local context to provide more cohesive topics. However, the
unsupervised models frequently generate semantically incoherent topics that are difficult
to understand [27,28]. Some previous works add domain knowledge in the topic modeling
to resolve the shortcomings of unsupervised models, but most models cannot learn domain
knowledge automatically [29].

2.4. Modeling UX from Online Reviews

Various studies have been proposed to model UX and user satisfaction from online reviews
in the second category. The modeling UX from online reviews primarily examines the effects of
user sentiments towards product features on UX, particularly on customer satisfaction.

Farhad et al. [13] proposed a Bayesian approach using semi-structured data for aspect-
level sentiment analysis and UX modeling. They associated the sentiment with the product
aspect in each review using a probabilistic approach to producing a single rating for each
attribute and their relative importance to the product or service.

Similarly, Decker et al. [30] used regression models (Poisson, negative binomial, and
latent class Poisson) to assess user sentiments’ effects on product aspects on user satis-
faction. Their results reveal a negative binomial regression model to outperform similar
models in identifying the causal impact of user sentiments towards product aspects on
user satisfaction.

While these studies have made substantial contributions to modeling UX and review-
based user satisfaction investigations, they entail complex components such as their reliance
on the supposition that the online rating follows an unstable Gaussian distribution. Ad-
ditionally, the Kano model developed by Kano et al. [31] was used in existing studies for
modeling customer satisfaction. This model categorizes the product features in classes
such as must-be, performance, excitement, indifferent, and reverse. These feature values
associate with user satisfaction [14].

We propose a new method for evaluating online consumer reviews for UX modeling.
Due to the lack of research on how to use UX analysis to improve product design, this
article focuses on using the User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) to combine hedonic and
pragmatic qualities into UX modeling. The proposed method may reduce the UX research
gap by accelerating UX exploration and optimizing product and service experiences.
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3. Materials and Methods

We proposed the three-step methodology for modeling user satisfaction from online
user reviews, shown in Figure 1.

User Satisfaction

UXD 1 UXD 2 UXD 3
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Figure 1. Abstract view of proposed methodology.

First, the usefulness of online user reviews containing information related to UX and
usability from the corpus collection will be identified. Before applying the user review
analysis, the framework checks the quality and reliability of user reviews through three user
review quality filters: spam detection, relatedness, and subjectivity of review documents.
These three classifiers function in a sequential format. They filter spam reviews, access
UX-related reviews, and then select the subjective reviews. The relatedness classifier, also
known as the UX multi-criteria qualifier (UXMCQ), uses a mainly unsupervised method
requiring minimal configuration of domain seed words to auto-label the data based on the
context window (see Section 3.1 for more details).

The second step process consists of the following: (i) UX dimensions (UXDs) extraction
using the proposed user experience word-embedding LDA (UXWE-LDA), an improved
knowledge-based topic modeling methodology, and (ii) sentiment analysis and its ori-
entation for each extracted UXD from online user reviews. UXWE-LDA is an improved
LDA version that automatically learns the domain knowledge from the given text cor-
pus. UXWE-LDA resolves the problems of existing LDA, often generating semantically
incoherent topics. UXWE-LDA improves the existing knowledge-based topic models by
UGC extracting more domain-dependent dimensions in the UX area. UXWE-LDA com-
bines topic modeling, specifically LDA, with word embedding that automatically learns
the domain knowledge from a large amount of textual data. This model automatically
learns the domain knowledge from the given text corpus and extracts more coherent top-
ics to assign labels as UXD to each extracted topic using a dictionary-based approach.
Additionally, it identifies the user’s positive and negative sentiment association towards
each UXD. To identify the sentiment orientation, we employed the BERT-based sentiment
transformer pipeline.

The third step consists of two parts: (i) casual relation analysis of UXDs with respec-
tive sentiment orientation and (ii) mapping the UXDs’ causal relationship on the user
satisfaction model. This overcame the problem of existing models based on measuring sat-
isfaction from online reviews. The Bi-LSTM model combines the user rating and extracted
dimensions to measure user sentiment’s causal relationship on user satisfaction. In addi-
tion, we employed the two-dimensional Kano model for user satisfaction. Developed by
Kano et al. [31], this model categorizes the product features into different classes: must-be,
performance, excitement, indifferent, and reverse. These features’ values are associated
with user satisfaction [14]. The subsequent section describes each step in greater detail.

3.1. User Review Quality Filters

Before applying the user review analysis, the framework checks the quality and
reliability of user reviews through user review quality filters such as spam detection,
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relatedness, and subjectivity of online review documents. We employed three classifiers
for a quality and reliability check to boost the topic coherence in the topic extraction
process. These classifiers function in the following sequence: filter spam reviews, check
for UX-related reviews and select the subjective reviews for UX modeling, as shown in
Figure 2.

abc

Review 1
Review 2

… Review n

Spam Detection
Filter

Relatedness
Filter

Subjective 
Filter

Qualified   
Online Reviews

Corpus

1 2 3

Figure 2. Abstract view of user review quality checking process.

3.1.1. Spam Detection Classifier

The spam detection classifier confirmed the quality of online user reviews to be either
truthful or deceptive. Unfortunately, product distribution platforms, such as the Google
Play store and Apple store, are frequently abused as potentially malicious users can freely
insert fraudulent information without validation. Consequently, online review systems can
become targets of individual and professional spammers, who insert deceptive reviews
by manipulating the reviews’ ratings and content. When training the spam detection
classifier, we used the “Deceptive Opinion Spam Corpus v1.4” [32] as the training dataset.
In addition, the “ktrain” Python library [33] was used for training the spam detection
235 classifiers.

3.1.2. Relatedness Detection Classifier

Before applying topic modeling, it is essential to filter out reviews that contain data
unrelated to a specific domain; we proposed a primarily unsupervised ML approach
called UX multi-criteria qualifier (UXMCQ) to detect the relatedness of review related to
the UX domain. This type of filter can boost the topic coherence in the topic extraction
methodology. Thus, the UXMCQ selects reviews containing helpful information relating to
UX for topic modeling.

The UXMCQ model creation mainly consists of three steps: (i) UX aspects dictionary
creation and aspects configuration; (ii) word occurrence mapping and context window
creation for auto labeling; and (iii) model creation and training. The overall process model
is shown in Figure 3. The details of each step are described in the following subsections.

UX existing 
aspects 

Dictionary

Aspect 
Configuration

Word Occurrence
Mapping 

Context window 
Creation

Auto 
Label Creation

Model Creation

Unlabeled 
data BOW Generator

Matcher Labeled dataset

UX multi-criteria 
Qualifiers Model

Determine 
Influence Factors

Process 
Documents

Figure 3. A UX multi-criteria qualifiers model overview.

UX Aspects Dictionary Creation and Aspects Configuration

UX aspects configuration is the primary step for the UXMCQ module. Based on the
selected aspects, the model automatically labeled the unlabeled data using the bootstrap
method based on the occurrence of a word using the context window size. It is essential
to make the domain depend on aspect seeds for filtering the critical reviews for UXDs
extraction. In order to make the UX domain aspects, we made the UX aspects dictionary
using a systematic review process.
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As mentioned earlier, UX is context-dependent, subjective in nature, and dynamic.
As prior research has considered numerous aspects for measuring UX, scanning related
studies is critical to designing a systematic review process that identifies the UX dimensions
or aspects in the UX domain, allowing for the construction of a UX aspects dictionary for
aspect configuration. This UX aspect dictionary can help build a more comprehensive UX
model for UX evaluation. We used a two-phase approach for the extraction of UX aspects,
as shown in Figure 4. In the first phase, we used the systematic review process to identify
the UX-related literature which mentioned the UX aspects, dimensions, and measurements.
In the later phase, we analyzed the selected papers for UX aspects selection. Finally, we
constructed the UX aspects dictionary.

Systematic Reviews 
Process

Phase -1

Results Analysis

UX Definitions

UX Aspects

UX Measurement Methods

Phase -2

UX Aspects 
Dictionary

Figure 4. Identifying UX existing aspects for aspect configuration process.

A systematic review process was used for article selection in UX research. First, the
publications were selected using four steps borrowed from [34]. We grouped the UX aspects
based on the existing conceptual UX Facet model [11]. The UX facet model divided all
essential factors into three main facets: user facet, product facet, and situation facet. The
user facet is related to user sentiment and cognition, such as background information,
user preferences, intentions, and opinions (negative, positive, or neutral). Product facet is
related to product attributes such as UI, aesthetic, quality, and others. Finally, the situation
facet is related to the environmental factors of the context of use, such as time and place.

For the third UX facet (situation facet), we used the Linguistic Inquiry and Word
Count (LIWC) (http://liwc.wpengine.com/ (accessed on 30 March 2022)) tool categories
including “Time”, “Space”, and “Work”. Furthermore, as the LIWC tool reveals common
thoughts, emotions, feelings, moods, personal and social concerns, and motivation, it was
used to analyze the given text based on the dictionary. The percentage was calculated based
on how well the words of the given text matched to the dictionary categories.

Aspect Configuration

UXMCQ only requires a small amount of domain aspects as seed words. As aforemen-
tioned, we created the UX aspects dictionary for aspect configuration. According to the
context window, the aspects seed words are used as gold standards to auto-annotate the
unlabeled data based on the occurrences of these seed words.

Word Occurrence Mapping and Context Window Creation for Auto Labeling

We used the bootstrap method for auto labeling based on the gold aspect terms related
to the three UX facets. The auto labeling is based on the occurrence of the term by exact
matching with the aspect terms in the unlabeled data. We used the context window of the
size [+3, −3] and generated the label as UX facets based on matching aspect terms. The
overall bootstrapping process is described in Algorithm 1.

http://liwc.wpengine.com/
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Algorithm 1: Aspect based Auto Labeling
Input : D = {d1, d2, d3, . . .dn} // Collection of user Reviews

AT = {T1, T2, T3, . . .Tk} // Aspect Terms
Result: Labled Data Based On Aspects
foreach di in D do

foreach ConceptC in operands do
S = {s1, s2, . . .sn} // Split all reviews into sentences
for si in S do

Matched←Match(si, T) // Match the aspect Term in each Sentence S
if Matched = True then

Cw ← create context window [+n,−n]
Label← Assign label to that context window as T

end
end

end
end

Figure 5 depicts how the bootstrap method assigns labels based on the terms occur-
rence and context window. First, it loads all the unlabeled review data, splits each review
into sentences, then the matcher checks the occurrence of the aspect terms in each review;
if a match is found it creates a context window and assigns labels as aspect terms.

Product Aspect
o Product: mode
o User: player

Sentiment Aspect
o Positive: awesome
o Negative: bad

Situation Aspect
o Time: night
o Space: home

Configuration

Overall game is so awesome. But i need some 

features in it like, add career mode of a player in 

it. Create our own player and add it to the team. 

...

Search Word occurrence from unlabeled domain

Setiment 𝑺𝒊 is    so    awesome but     I

Product 𝒇𝒊 add career mode of a

𝐶𝑤𝐶𝑤−2 𝐶𝑤−1 𝐶𝑤+1 𝐶𝑤+2

Context Window Size [ −2,+2]

𝑳𝒂𝒃𝒆𝒍: 𝐶𝑤−2 + 𝐶𝑤−1 + 𝐶𝑤 + 𝐶𝑤+1 + 𝐶𝑤+2
Labeled dataset

...

...

Figure 5. Auto labeling process based on the context window.

Model creation and training

We have employed the BERT-based model for training the UXMCQ classifier using
“ktrain” Python library [33]. This model classifies the user reviews into either UX qualifiers
or none.

3.1.3. Subjective Filter

Subjectivity identification is a key aspect of a person’s opinion, and we can classify
online reviews as opinionated or not opinionated. We employed the existing Python library
called TextBlob [35] for this task, which gives subjectivity/objectivity classification in the
range [0.0, 1.0] where 0.0 is a very objective sentence, and 1.0 is very subjective.

3.2. User Review Analysis

In the user review analysis module, we presented the process of (i) UX dimensions
(UXDs) extraction using the proposed user experience word-embedding LDA (UXWE-LDA)
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topic modeling and (ii) sentiment analysis and its orientation for each extracted UXD from
online user reviews. UX Dimensions (UXDs) extraction

UX Dimensions Extraction

For UXDs extraction, we developed a User Experience Word-Embedding LDA (UXWE-
LDA) model that can extract more coherent topics by learning domain knowledge automat-
ically from a given text corpus and assigning labels as UXDs using the dictionary-based
approach. UXWE-LDA improves the existing knowledge-based topic models by extracting
more domain-dependent dimensions in the UX area through UGC. UXWE-LDA combines
topic modeling with a word embedding approach that automatically learns the domain
knowledge from a large amount of textual data. UXWE-LDA workflow mainly consists
of four steps, as shown in Figure 6. A detailed description of this model is given in the
following sections.

UX Dimensions (UXDs) Extractor “UX-WELDA”

Seed Words 
Generation

Knowledge Mining

Online 
reviews

Must Link Miner

Similarity 
computation

Word embedding

Topic Modeling

Clustering

Gibbs sampler U
X

 D
im

en
si

o
n

s

GuidedLDA

Seed List

Word expansion

UX Dimensions 
Generation

UX 
Dictionary

Automatic 
labeling

Figure 6. Abstract workflow for UX Dimensions Extractor.

Seed Words Generation

This step generated the global context from collections of online review corpora. First,
all reviews are processed to convert the unstructured text into a structured form. For
preprocessing, we applied tokenization, stemming, filter stop words, and others. For seed
word generation, we used two-step processes. First, we ran a guidedLDA with guided seed
words and selected topical words as seed words. We used the same methodology as [29]
for seed word generation but, internally, our method’s syntactic and semantic relationships
were unique. We used the guided LDA instead of a simple LDA to generate the seed
words of interest. Second, we expanded the produced seed words using pre-trained word
embedding models to make a more comprehensive global context. Algorithm 2 explains
the overall process.

We enhanced the global seeds generated by the guided LDA. This considers the
syntactic variation of the words (w) and the semantic similarity of a given corpus. In the
existing literature, semantic similarity is computed using a manually built dictionary [36].
The issues with dictionary approaches include extensive human involvement, effort, and
time required to hand-craft the dictionary. It is also challenging to scale a dictionary to
incorporate the new contexts. Currently, researchers are attempting intuitive ways to
compute semantic similarities using word distances, but they often disregard the context
of the words in word embedding spaces [37]. Most of the prior works only focus on the
implicit relationship in a word context window within the document [38], but do not
consider the similarity of the word with pre-trained word embedding models. We used a
similar approach called CluWord [39] to exploit the word similarity based on a pre-trained
word embedding model to create a more general global context in semantic and syntactic
terms. We used the Word2Vec [40] for pre-trained word representation using googleNews
data. Let GV represent the global vocabulary generated by guideLDA for all documents
topics DT . Let WE be the word embedding vector representation for each term in GV based
on the pre-trained word embedding model. We compute the word expansion based on
the following Equation (1) . The Table 1 shows an example of word expansion for athe
word “chat”.

Wt,t′ =

{
δ(t, t′) i f δ(t, t′) ≥ α

0 otherwise
(1)
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where δ(t, t′) is computed using cosine similarity, matching the definition in Equation (2),
and α is the threshold value for filtering the most similar words to t.

δ(t, t′) = ∑n
i=1 uivi√

∑n
i=1 u2

i

√
∑n

i=1 v2
i

(2)

Regarding the δt for term t, the expansion is limited based on the α value to remove
the unrelated words that have no significant relationship to term t. If the similarity between
t and t′ is less than the threshold value, we discard the t′.

Algorithm 2: Seed words generation algorithm
Input : Useful reviews corpus C,

Seed topic words Sd
External corpur C
Vector dimension k
Vector dimension k

Result: The global context for user reviews text Wt
foreach (doucment d ∈ C ) do

Sampling a topic form a topic’s multiple distribution.
Zd ∼ Mul(θ)
foreach word ∈ document d where W ∈ (wd1, wd2, . . . . wdn) do

Generate a variable weight probability from the Bernulli distribution the
prbability of under t estimated by guided LDA

Wt = n− argmarw∅(w, sd)
end

end
W2VTrain(C, k)
VocabSize← getVocabSize(C)
V ← initVector(vocabSize, k)
θ ← initVector(vocabSize, k)
for (Wi ∈ C) do

e← 0
Xw← Σu ∈ context(Wi)V(u)
for (u = wiUNEG(wi)) do

e← e + gθu

end
for (u ∈ Context(wi)) do

V(u)← −V(u) + e
end

end
t′ = V(Wt, k)
expenedWord← 0
for (t′ ∈Wt) do

δ(t, t′) = ∑l
i ui .vi√

∑l
i u2

i .
√

∑l
i v2

i

if (δ(t, t′) > α) then
expendedWord← t′

end
end
Wt = Wt + expendedWord
return Wt
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Table 1. Word expansion example based on the pre-trained word embedding model.

Similarity Term t: chat

Semantically chatroom, conversation , conversing, talk, conversed, Live_Chat, message, interview, speak,
Syntactically Chats, chatting, Chat, chatted

Finally, we created the global context document (Gd) for each expended topic.

Knowledge Mining

We incorporated word-embedding and two other similarity computations for knowl-
edge mining, including concise similarity and PMI. The overall process of knowledge
mining is shown in Figure 7.

Global Context Docs 

Similarity 
computation

(word embedding)

2

Domain 
Knowledge 

Similarity computation
(distance measures)

Similarity computation
(PMI)

Must-Link Miner

3 4

1

Must-Link MinerSimilar concepts

55

Figure 7. Workflow of must-link mining using similarity computation.

We computed the similarity between each word using cosine similarity based on the
generated vectors trained by the Word2Vec. The cosine similarity of word vectors ~V and ~U
is computed for w1 and w2 using Equation (3).

sim(w1, w2) =
~Uw1 ~Vw1
~|Uw1| ~|Vw1|

(3)

We also computed the similarity using Point-wise Mutual Information (PMI) for a
must-link generation. PMI value is computed as shown in Equation (4).

PMI(w1, w2) = log
P(w1, w2)

P(w1)P(w2)
(4)

Finally, we combined the concise similarity with the PMI for checking the word relat-
edness. We computed the coherence between w1 and w2 using the following Equation (5).

Coherence(w1, w2) = sim(w1, w2)PMI(w1, w2) (5)

Topic Modeling

We used the topic modeling Gibbs sampler algorithm to extract the topic based on
automatically incorporating the domain knowledge enriched by global and local contexts.
The overall process flow is depicted in Figure 8.
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Must-links Feature Vector Creation Clustering (K-means) Grouping of similar must-links

LDA - Gibbs sampler #Topics

Figure 8. Work flow of integrating must-link into the Gibbs sampler.

UX Dimensions Generation

This section explains the process of UX dimension generation by auto labeling each
extracted topic in the preceding section. We used the dictionary-based approach for
classifying each topic based on top “n” words. The overall flow is depicted in Figure 9.

Auto 
Labeling

Topic classification into 
UX dimensions

#Topics

UX Dictionary

Process 
Documents

UX Dimensions Generation

Figure 9. Workflow of topic labeling into UX dimensions.

We build the lexicon dictionary based on terms already used in previously validated
scales [23,41,42] for measuring different aspects of UX using systematic review process.
We selected the 223 terms, and then applied the WordNet for word expression. The final
thesaurus contains 500 terms by adding the synonyms to the UX dictionary. Finally, we
validated the UX dictionary using Cohen’s kappa coefficient [43] from three domain experts.

For topics classification based on the dictionary approach, we used the MeaningCloud
text mining API. MeaningCloud allows developers to define the custom dictionary in
the form of ontology. We created the UX dimensions dictionary with selected terms for
topic labeling.

3.3. Sentiment Analyzer

For sentiment analysis, we employed the huggingface transformer sentiment analysis
pipeline [44] in this work, which takes the set of online reviews (Ri = {r1, r2, . . . , rn})
related to extracted UXDs. Based on the sentiment alignment of each review in Ri with
extracted UXDs (the ith UXD), we generated the structured data, as shown in Table 2. We
used the following equation x for sentiment orientation of Di in online reviews Ri.

S∗mi =

{
1 i f the sentiment orientation is ∗
0 otherwise

(6)

∗ represent the sentiment orientation, where ∗ ∈ {pos, neg} as shown in Table 2. The
sentiment values are encoded to nominal as, if the sentiment of a review is positively
associated with dimension, then spos

m = 1 and sneg
m = 0; if the sentiment in the review is

negative, then spos
m = 0 and sneg

m = 1; if the sentiment in the review is neutral, then spos
m = 0

and sneg
m = 0.

3.4. User Satisfaction Modeling

We previously discussed measuring the effect of user positive or negative sentiments
toward each UXD on user satisfaction using a bidirectional LSTM model. The bidirectional
LISTM model overcame the problems of the existing model used for user satisfaction
models such as Gaussian distribution [13] and regression analysis.

Most of the existing models for user satisfaction assume that the online rating given
by a user is a linear amalgamation of the sentiment regarding all the dimensions discussed
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in the online reviews. However, this assumption is not valid; there are many issues, such
as a complex combination of sentiments towards most of the dimensions in user online
reviews. In order to resolve this issue, bidirectional LSTM outperforms when compared
to other models for modeling user satisfaction. Based on this reason, we employed this
model for measuring the sentiment effects towards each UXD. We used the user rating as
label attributes for each review, along with generated data as discussed the in subsequent
section for model training.

Table 2. Sentiment orientation toward each dimension.

Online Reviews
UX Dimensions (UXDs)

D1 D1 Dn
Pos Neg Pos Neg . . . Pos Neg

r1 1 0 0 1 . . . 0 0
r2 . . . 0 1
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
rn 0 1 1 0 . . . 1 0

Kano Model

We employed the Kano model, developed by Kano et al. [31], which is a two-
dimensional model. Kano model is a well-known model of user satisfaction. This model cat-
egorizes product features into different classes including must-be, performance, excitement,
indifferent, and reverse. These features values are associated with user satisfaction [14].
Details of each feature are described as follows:

1. Must-be: These features are essential customer’ requirements and expectations and
are taken for granted. These features must be fulfilled, otherwise the product customer
becomes dissatisfied.

2. One-dimensional (Performance): These features are related to product quality promised
by the product service provider. These features have a direct impact on customer
satisfaction when fulfilled.

3. Attractive (Excitement): These features give satisfaction when filled, but have no
effect on customer dissatisfaction.

4. Indifferent: These product features neither influence on user satisfaction nor dissatisfaction.
5. Reverse: These features reveal a more significant degree of achievement, causing more

customer dissatisfaction.

Based on the rules defined by [14], we also mapped the UXDs on the Kano model.
We mapped the ~wpos

i and ~wneg
i on the Kano model’s five categories for modeling the user

satisfaction. The details of these rules are the following:

1. If ~wpos
i ≤ 0 and ~wneg

i < 0 then UXDi is a must-be.
2. If ~wpos

i ≤ 0 and ~wneg
i ≥ 0 then UXDi is a reverse.

3. If ~wpos
i > 0 and ~wneg

i < 0 then UXDi is a performance.
4. If ~wpos

i > 0 and ~wneg
i ≥ 0 then UXDi is an excitement.

Figure 10 depicts the mapping on the Kano model based on the rules above.
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UXDS 𝑾𝒊
𝒑𝒐𝒔

𝑾𝒊
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Figure 10. Mapping of UDXs on Kano Model.

4. Results and Case Study

To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed solutions, different experiments were per-
formed at different levels. We used the dataset from [45], which contains the review data of
both electronics and non-electronics products. Each domain category consists of 50 different
products with a total of 1000 reviews. We evaluated the different parts of the proposed
solution, such as (i) the experimental results and evaluations of part-1 (Data Collection) and
(ii) the experimental results and evaluations of part-2 (User Review Analysis). A detailed
explanation and the results are discussed in the following section.

4.1. User Review Quality Filters

We evaluated the user review quality filters models in terms of accuracy. We achieved
98.49% accuracy for training and 89.38% for model evaluation for “Spam Detection Classi-
fier”. The overall performance of the “Relatedness Classifier” model was 95% for training
and 90% for testing.

4.2. Topic Extractor

For topic modeling evaluation, we used the UMass topic coherence [28] metrics. The
topic coherence (TC) metrics calculate the words’ relatedness within the topics; higher
coherence values means a good topic. TC is computed as:

C(t; V(t)) =
M

∑
m=2

m−1

∑
l=1

log D(V(t)
m ,V(t)

l )+1

D(V(t)
l )

(7)

In this section, we show an example of topics generated by UXWE-LDA, WE-LDA,
and LDA to show an improvement by our proposed topic extractor. The red color in each
topic in Table 3 show errors, as UXWE-LDA extracted more coherent and meaningful topics
compared to the other baseline models.

We performed parameter tuning of UXWE-LDA such as number of top seed words
(n), words similarity (m), and trust score (u). We examined the sensitivity of the three
parameters of UXWE-LDA such as top seed words n, most similar words m, and the trust
score u. The number of top 15 words gives us more coherent topic with higher TC value
with other parameters setting for the given dataset. The experimental results reveals that
a top 15 seed word gives higher TC value for electronic data, and for the non-electronic
dataset, the top 25 seed words give us higher TC value. Therefore, we can conclude that a
few seeds generate the coherent topic.

Additionally, from experimental results we reveal that TC values increase with more
similar words at the initial stage, and gives us a higher TC value at 15 in the electronic
dataset; for the non-electronic dataset, the model gives a higher value at 15.
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Table 3. Example topics generated by UXWE-LDA, WE-LDA, and LDA. The bold text shows an error.

Electronics Products Dataset (TV-Screen) Non-Electronics Products Dataset (Food)

UXWE-LDA WE-LDA LDA UXWE-LDA WE-LDA LDA

screen image screen vegetable flavor popcorn
headset video side cook sweet functions
microphone end big meat salt bag
speaker microsoft line pizza market potato
voice logitech flat soup fruit healthy
sound resolution image baked natural chicken
mic top top delicious spice meat
audio cd lcd chicken strong sweet
conversation pc resolution bean ingredient number
mike skype sound yummy delicious machine
loud chat strap winter bean basic
bottom picture substitute simple open spice

We examined the electronic products dataset and found TC increases with more
similar words at the beginning, then plateaus and gives higher value at m = 15. For the
non-electronic product dataset, the UXWE-LDA model gives an almost identical TC value
and higher at m = 25. This shows that high quality knowledge is generated by must-links
which are produced by the best seed words and word similarity. The similarity computation
using TC ensures the quality of a must-link and that proper knowledge is incorporated into
UXWE-LDA.

Figure 11 shows the average TC of each model using different number of topics on
two datasets.
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Figure 11. Average TC of top words with different number of topics on on both datasets.

The results show that, with the different number of topics and setting, UXWE-LDA
always gives higher TC value than the other models, which shows that the UXWE-LDA is
vigorous with a different combination of must-link clusters. Enhancements of UXWE-LDA
over other models with p-value (p < 0.007) were significant in the two-tailed paired t-test.

4.3. Overall Comparison—Extrinsic UXDs Extraction Evaluation

We chose UX experts from a group working with us on an ongoing research project.
We performed an extrinsic evaluation by comparing the UXWE-LDA inferred topic with
the gold-label topic assigned by the three UX experts. The UX experts annotated a total of
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300 online reviews, where each sentence is label based on the provided UX dimension list.
Sentences with mutual agreement from all three annotators were considered as gold-label
for the performance evaluation. We employed the topic-wise performance metrics (recall,
precision, and F1 score) for comparison with LDA baseline algorithms. Precision means
the percentage of correct classifications of that topic among all gold-label reviews sets,
where the UXWE-LDA model predicts that topic. Recall for a topic is the portion of correct
classifications of that topic out of all the cases of that topic in the gold-label reviews. The F1
score of a topic is the harmonic mean of recall and precision of that topic and is given in
Equation (8).

F1 Score = 2× precisionk × recallk
precisionk + recallk

(8)

where a higher F1 score indicates that the model performs well for classifying the test data
as shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Topic-wise performance measures.

Topics
LDA UXWE-LDA

Precision Recall F1 Score Precision Recall F1 Score

Attractiveness 0.71 0.46 0.55 0.83 0.72 0.77
Dependability 0.78 0.49 0.60 0.80 0.91 0.85

Efficiency 0.73 0.60 0.66 0.76 0.77 0.76
Perspicuity 0.80 0.47 0.59 0.80 0.72 0.76

Novelty 0.76 0.51 0.61 0.81 0.76 0.78
Stimulation 0.75 0.47 0.58 0.87 0.81 0.84

Figure 12 has shown that UXWE-LDA achieves 3% improvement on average as
compared with LDA due to the incorporation of semantic domain knowledge.

0.0
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0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

Precision Recall F1 Score

LDA UXWE-LDA

Figure 12. Average F1 Score, Precision, and Recall of LDA and UXWE-LDA.

4.4. UX Expert Base Evaluation

We compared the extracted dimensions using UXWE-LDA analysis with those man-
ually extracted by our human experts for validation. We used the Jaccard coefficient
similarity [46] to check the degree of dimensions overlapping between automatic extraction
using UXWE-LDA and human experts. The Jaccard coefficient is calculated as Equation (9)

JC =
|DUXWE-LDA ∩ DExp|
|DUXWE-LDA ∪ DExp|

(9)

where DUXWE-LDA dimensions are extracted using automatic UXWE-LDA analysis and
DEXP are dimensions extracted by human experts through a rigorous manual process. The
higher the Jaccard coefficient’s value, the higher the degree of overlap between the two sets
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of dimensions, as shown in Table 5. Three researchers were invited, having hands-on NLP
and text mining experience, to extract the UXDs from the randomly selected online reviews.
Each researcher selected 50 reviews randomly; finally, a total of 150 reviews were selected
for UXWE-LDA validation. We compared the UXDs extracted from UXWE-LDA with the
UXDs extracted by the human experts to check the reliability of the result generated by
UXWE-LDA.

The Jaccard coefficient for both the researchers’ extracts and UXDs extracted by UXWE-
LDA model are 0.3, 0.5, and 0.4, respectively. This concludes that our study inferred new
latent variables or dimensions from the online reviews. We claim that our study outcomes
are more reliable for generalization due to large corpus textual data. Due to the complexity
and ambiguity involved in UXD extraction from online reviews, the results show that
UXWE-LDA is a reliable and suitable approach for UXD extraction from online reviews.

Table 5. A comparison of UXDs between UXWE-LDA model and human experts.

Dimensions UXWE-LDA Human Expert 1 Human Expert 2 Human Expert 3

Attractiveness X X X X
Dependability X X X X

Efficiency X X X X
Perspicuity X X X X

Novelty X X X X
Stimulation X X X X
Aesthetics X X X X

Complexity X X X X
Affect and emotion X X X X

4.5. Case Study

We used publicly available Amazon data [47] of user reviews related to games reviews
for this case study. The online reviews contain different words used by the different users
to express their opinion; some words form “the long tail” as depicted in Figure 13. In
total, 122,502 numbers of words were considered after applying the preprocess for UX
dimensions extraction.
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Figure 13. Word distribution for games reviews.

Figure 14 shows the frequency of user satisfaction score in terms of rating in the
used dataset.
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First, we applied the UXMCQ model to filter out the unrelated reviews. Then, we
applied the UXWE-LDA model for the dimension extraction. Figure 15 shows the extracted
dimensions from the online reviews.

The user sentiment orientations towards each UXD of online user reviews are shown
in Figure 16. The results show that the users have positive opinions in the extracted UX
dimensions as compared to negative.

We used the structured data with Wpos
i and Wneg

i vectors generated by part-2 of the
proposed methodology to train the ENNM Model as shown in Table 6.

According to Table 6 generated by the ENNM model, the category of each UXD of
game reviews can be identified and mapped in the Kano Model, as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 17 shows the threshold for determining whether a UXD is an indifferent UXD.
As can be seen from Figure 17, the UXDs identified as excitement UXDs include: hedonic
and perspicuity; pragmatic identified as reversed UXD; must-be UXD includes involve-
ment; and efficiency. Finally, performance UXD consists of three dimensions (stimulation,
attractiveness, and dependability).
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Figure 15. Extracted UX dimensions from user reviews.
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Table 6. The values of positive and nagative vectors generated by ENNM.

UXD W pos
i Wneg

i

Attractiveness 0.14 −0.19
Dependability 0.19 −0.14
Efficiency −0.19 −0.17
Engagement −0.25 −0.27
Hedonic 0.08 0.25
Involvement −0.37 −0.26
Perspicuity 0.14 0.15
Pragmatic −0.18 0.04
Stimulation 0.03 −0.08
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Figure 16. The sentiment orientations result towards each extracted UXD.
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Figure 17. Mapping the extracted dimensions IN THE Kano Model.

5. Discussion

This study proposes a comprehensive data-driven strategy for incorporating UX
factors into UX modeling using online reviews. The results of this study may assist product
designers in overcoming obstacles faced by current UX studies, particularly in terms of how
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UX research data are acquired, which are essential for UX research but time-consuming and
may not be comprehensive. Studies show that sentiment analysis is substantially impacted
by product features, the context of use, and user cognitive aspect, and a solution to the issue
of entity detection and assignment for opinion mining applications HAS been provided.
Based on these past investigations, we have investigated a systematic, data-driven method
for incorporating UX dimensions into UX modeling from online user reviews.

Our study has expanded earlier UX models with additional UX characteristics (such
as hedonic and pragmatic qualities) and explains how this might be implemented. In this
study, we use NLP approaches to increase the list of terms describing UX aspects before
automatically extracting UX aspect data from online user reviews. We present a case study
to show how UX-relevant data can be collected from online user reviews. The results are
consistent with what domain experts have recommended. This case study shows that our
methodology can find UX aspect data and enable UX analysis. In the meantime, we also
observe that several areas need additional investigation.

To assess whether a statement is connected to a specific UX component (hedonic or
pragmatic), we first used a variety of filter-based algorithms on online user reviews.

Second, we employed an unsupervised approach to mining UXDs using state-of-the-
art techniques by incorporating the UX domain knowledge. This research examined the
strategic and tactical actions of proactive thinking and UX design idea development.

The presented study has potential implications in product design, such as it can be
used to mine the user opinion toward each UX aspect so that product designers can make
a better decision to improve the positive UX of their customers. Additionally, they can
further know the strengths and weaknesses of the product. This method also allows the
product designer to understand the different categories of UDXs in terms of the Kano
model, which is essential for product enhancement. According to the classification results
of UXDs, the priority order of UXDs for developing product enhancement plans can
be determined. Designers may utilize the data to analyze a product’s position above
competitors regarding features and UX, allowing potential product modifications. UX
study findings enable companies to explore new markets and enhance commercial decision
making, from segmenting prospective consumers to strategic product design.

6. Conclusions

Due to advancements in social media platforms, users post their opinions in the form of
online reviews daily. These online reviews contain beneficial information related to UX. The
online user reviews can be used to understand UX and UX modeling. This study developed
a data-driven methodology to mine UX-related information from these substantial online
reviews. The automatic approach overcomes the problems of manually analyzing those
vast data. We designed and verified a machine-learning-based computational method for
mining the UXDs for UX modeling from online user reviews.

In the method, first, we filter those reviews unrelated to the UX domain using UX multi-
criteria qualifiers (UXMCQ). Then, we extract the UXDs from the filtered reviews using
an enhanced topic extraction methodology called UXWE-LDA. UXWE-LDA improves the
existing knowledge-based topic models by extracting more domain-dependent dimensions
in the UX area through UGC. Finally, user satisfaction was modeled using the Kano model
by mapping the UX dimensions.

However, our results would be more accurate if we could integrate reviews from other
sources’ databases, and we will address this in our future study to enhance UX assessment
for products and services. Furthermore, the study neglected some words, such as infrequent
words, which help indicate user preference and needs for a product or service. Therefore,
we need to examine effective solutions for incorporating word embedding. Furthermore,
the experiment also needs to be extended with other settings and datasets to overcome the
existing limitations.
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